Abstract

Previous research in the sentence comprehension literature has established that people expend resources keeping track of partially processed phrase structures during the process of comprehending sentences. An open question in this literature has been what units of syntactic expectation cost the human parser utilizes. Two viable options from the literature are (1) incomplete syntactic dependencies; and (2) predicted syntactic heads. This article provides a self-paced reading experiment from Japanese — a head-final language — that tests the incomplete dependency hypothesis. The materials in the current experiment manipulate the number of dependents of an upcoming verb, by manipulating (1) the presence/absence of a locative postpositional phrase modifier of the verb and (2) the presence/absence of a dative argument of the verb. The results failed to show any support for the incomplete dependency hypothesis, but were completely consistent with the predictions of the predicted head hypothesis. Taken with the results from the literature, these results offer support for the predicted head hypothesis.

1. Introduction

Current research in sentence comprehension has established that numerous factors affect the moment-by-moment interpretation of a sentence (Tanenhaus and Trueswell 1995; Gibson and Pearlmutter 1998). These factors include (1) the lexical frequencies of the words involved (MacDonald et al. 1994; Trueswell 1996); (2) the working memory resources that are needed to retain the current structure and integrate the upcoming words (Frazier 1979, 1987; Gibson 1998, 2000); (3) the plausibility in the world of the interpretation of these structures (Trueswell et al. 1994; Garnsey et al. 1997); (4) the discourse context in which the sentence is
produced (Altmann and Steedman 1988; Tanenhaus et al. 1995); and (5) the intonational properties of auditory sentences (Cutler et al. 1997; Watson and Gibson 2004). It is possible to study the effects of these different factors using either unambiguous or ambiguous sentence materials (Gibson 1991, 1998). In unambiguous materials, more complex materials give rise to slower reaction times, for example, than less complex materials. In ambiguous materials, people prefer a less complex interpretation over a more complex one.

In this article we will focus on properties of the syntactic structure of a sentence that consume working memory resources. Furthermore, we will restrict our attention to the processing of sentences independent of ambiguity, as much as possible. One type of contrast from the literature that is highly informative in the area of syntactic complexity is the contrast between nested (or center-embedded) structures and their right- or left-branching counterparts (Yngve 1960; Chomsky and Miller 1963). For example, the right-branching English structure in (1a) is easier to understand than the nested structure in (1b), and the left-branching Japanese structure in (2a) is easier to understand than its nested version in (2b) (from Nakatani and Gibson 2003):

(1) a. Mary met the senator who attacked the reporter who ignored the president.
   b. #The reporter who the senator who Mary met attacked ignored the president.

(2) a. [syusyoo-ga utatanesita to] [daigisi-ga koogisita to] [syoki-ga hookokusita]
   [prime-minister-NOM dozed COMP] [Diet-member-NOM protested COMP] [secretary-NOM reported]
   ‘The secretary reported that the Diet-member protested that the prime minister dozed.’

   b. #[syoki-ga [daigisi-ga [syusyoo-ga utatanesita to] koogisita to] hookokusita]
   [secretary-NOM [Diet-member-NOM [prime-minister-NOM dozed COMP] protested COMP] reported]
   ‘The secretary reported that the Diet-member protested that the prime minister dozed.’

The difficulty of understanding nested structures cannot be due to the lexical content in the sentences or the meaning of the resultant propositions, because each nested sentence has the same propositional content and lexical items as its right- or left-branching counterpart. Furthermore, the nested versions have no more temporary ambiguity than their right- or
left-branching controls, so the difficulty in understanding them does not have to do with ambiguity.

One framework that has been proposed to account for nested vs. non-nested contrasts is the dependency locality theory (DLT) (Gibson 1998, 2000). According to the DLT, there are two components of syntactic and semantic structure that consume working memory resources when comprehending a sentence: (a) integrating incoming words into the structure that has been built thus far; and (b) storage of expectations of upcoming syntactic heads. According to the integration component of the DLT, the difficulty of integrating a new word $w$ to a syntactic head $h$ in the current structure is dependent on the linear distance between $w$ and $h$ in terms of some function of the number of words (Hawkins 1994), the complexity of the discourse structure (Gibson 1998, 2000), the discourse accessibility of the types of NPs in the interim material (Warren and Gibson 2002) and/or the number of interfering similar NPs (Gordon et al. 2001). Processing a nested structure consumes more integration resources than processing a non-nested structure because the dependencies between words are much longer on average in nested structures than in non-nested structures, no matter what the distance metric.

For example, the integrations at the verbs in (1b) are all more complex than in (1a). Consider the verb *met* in (1b). This verb integrates with the previous NP *Mary* and the wh-pronoun *who* mediated by a wh-trace in the object position of *met*. In contrast there is only one integration at the point of processing *met* in (1a): connecting the verb to the preceding subject NP *Mary*. The integration cost difference is even greater at the verb *attacked* across the two structures. In (1a), there is a single local integration between the verb *attacked* and the preceding pronoun *who*. In (1b), the verb *attacked* is integrated with (a) its subject *the reporter*, which is a clause back in the input string and (b) the wh-pronoun *who* (mediated by a wh-trace), which is also a clause back in the input string.

The processing results in the literature from a head-initial language like English are consistent with at least two kinds of integration processes: (a) a bottom-up integration process, such that integration consists of connecting a new word in the input to a position in the current structure by consulting the grammatical rules of the language (see [3] below); and (b) a top-down integration process, such that syntactic integration consists of matching the syntactic predictions derived from the current words in the input and the grammatical rules of the language (see [4] below). Although the English results are consistent with both (3) and (4), results from processing head-final languages like German, Japanese and Hindi (Konieczny 1996, 2000; Konieczny and Döring 2003; Nakatani and Gibson 2003;
Vasishth 2003) strongly suggest that the processor is top-down, anticipating upcoming elements, as in (4) rather than (3).

(3) **Bottom-up head-dependent distance hypothesis:**
The difficulty of integrating a new word $w$ into the current structure depends on the distance back to the head $h$ to which $w$ connects.

(4) **Top-down incremental narrowing of predictions:**
Syntactic predictions are continually narrowed as new words in a sentence are processed (cf. the *anticipation* hypothesis of Konieczny 1996, 2000; Konieczny and Döring 2003; Vasishth 2003). The difficulty of narrowing or matching a syntactic prediction $P$ when processing a new word $w$ depends on the distance back to the last time that $P$ was worked on in the current structure.

Consider the bottom-up and top-down hypotheses with respect to the sentences in (2) above. (2b) is nested, with one clause within another. It is therefore more complex than (2a), which is non-nested. But there is little reading time difficulty on the verbs in either (2a) or (2b) (Nakatani and Gibson 2003; cf. similar results from Konieczny [2000] for German and Vasishth [2003] for Hindi). Note that the bottom-up head-dependent distance hypothesis predicts slower RTs for longer connections between the subjects and their verbs, as in the English sentences. But no such effect occurs. The top-down incremental narrowing of predictions hypothesis in (4) is consistent with the lack of increased RTs on the verbs in a sentence like (2b), because the verbs are syntactically predictable by the occurrence of the preceding nominative subjects and verbs. In particular, the first nominative subject is consistent with almost any verb. The second nominative subject narrows the expectation to be a verb that takes a clausal complement, or possibly a verb that takes a nominative object.¹ The presence of the third nominative NP narrows the expectation even further, towards a verb that takes a clausal complement. These expectations are eventually met as the verbs are processed one at a time. But the distance back to the last point at which the expectations were narrowed for each is small in each case: the immediately preceding word. As a result, RTs are not always longer for longer distance dependencies. Rather, the difficulty of an integration is proportional to the distance back to the last location in the input string that the expectation for that word was narrowed.

Consider now the second component of the DLT, syntactic storage (or expectations). According to the expectation component of the DLT, there is an expectation cost associated with retaining the expectation of each syntactic head that is required to complete a partial input string grammatically. Thus, following the words *the man who the* . . . there is a
cost of four expectation units, one for each of the following heads: a subject noun for the embedded RC; a verb for the RC; an NP gap position, associated with the RC pronoun who; and a main verb for the sentence. In (2b), there is an expectation cost for each of three predicted verbs after processing the most embedded nominative subject. As a consequence of online expectation costs, RTs during regions with more predicted verbs are read more slowly than regions with fewer predicted verbs (Chen et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; Nakatani and Gibson 2003).

Consider some of the evidence for the existence of syntactic expectation costs independent of integration costs. For example, Chen et al. (2005) investigated the processing of embedded English clauses with zero, one or two further verbs pending, as in (5):

(5) a. 0 expected verbs:
The employee realized that the boss implied that the company planned a layoff and so he sought alternative employment.

b. 1 expected verb, late:
The employee realized that the implication that the company planned a layoff was not just a rumor.

c. 1 expected verb, early:
The realization that the boss implied that the company planned a layoff caused a panic.

d. 2 expected verbs:
The realization that the implication that the company planned a layoff was not just a rumor caused a panic.

The critical region in this design consists of the embedded clause the company planned a layoff, in italics. Because this clause has the same structure in all conditions, integration costs are identical across the four. In sentence (5a), the critical material the company planned a layoff is embedded as the sentential complement of the verb implied which is itself part of a clause embedded as the sentential complement of the matrix verb realized. Because both verbs implied and realized are encountered immediately after their respective subject nouns, no additional verbs are expected after the critical embedded clause. In sentence (5b), the verb implied is nominalized to implication with the result that the critical clause is a sentential complement of the noun implication. This change to the embedded subject noun phrase the implication results in the requirement for an additional verb following the critical region. Similarly, in sentence (5c) the matrix verb realized is nominalized to realization, leading to the expectation for an additional verb after the critical region. Finally, in sentence (5d), both the verbs realized and implied are nominalized and two verbs are therefore required following the critical region. As predicted by syntac-
tic expectation costs, the critical region was read fastest in (5a), slower in (5b) and (5c), and slowest in (5d), with all predicted differences significant.

The point of this article is to attempt to distinguish what kinds of elements the human sentence processor is keeping track of in syntactic expectation. One possibility has been discussed so far: predicted syntactic heads (Gibson 1998, 2000):

(6) **Predicted syntactic head hypothesis:**
The human sentence processor is sensitive to the number of syntactic heads that are required to form a grammatical sentence at each processing state.

The evidence presented thus far is consistent with a narrower hypothesis — predicted verbs (cf. Kimball 1973) — but Chen et al. (2005) provide evidence that more than just predicted verbs are associated with online expectation costs. In particular, Chen et al. showed that the expectation of a wh-trace for a filler is also associated with a processing cost independent of other resource costs (cf. Wanner and Maratsos 1978). (See the general discussion in Section 3 for more on this issue.) Chen et al. also provide pilot evidence that there is an expectation cost associated with expected prepositional phrase arguments following a verb. Thus it appears that expectation costs are not restricted to verbal expectations.

An alternative to the predicted head hypothesis in (6) is that the human sentence processor is sensitive to the number of incomplete dependencies at a processing state:

(7) **Incomplete dependency hypothesis:**
The human sentence processor is sensitive to the number of partially processed dependencies at each processing state.

Variations of (7) include sensitivity to incomplete thematic role assignments (Hakuta 1981; Gibson 1991), incomplete case-assignment relations (Lewis 1996; Stabler 1994), or partially processed phrase structure rules (Chomsky and Miller 1963).

The predicted head hypothesis and the incomplete dependency hypothesis make the same predictions on all the materials discussed thus far. For example, consider the examples in (5). For each predicted verb, there is a corresponding incomplete subject-verb dependency, in which case and thematic role need to be assigned.

It is difficult to distinguish the predicted head hypothesis from the incomplete dependency hypothesis in a head-initial language like English, because for each predicted head, there is an incomplete dependency. But this is not true in a head-final language like Japanese. In a head-final language, more than one incomplete dependency can be associated with
the same predicted head, if they all depend on the same upcoming head. For example, a nominative NP, a locative NP, a dative NP and an accusative NP may all depend on a verb to follow. After processing the fourth of these NPs, there are four incomplete dependencies, one for each NP-verb connection. In contrast, under the predicted head hypothesis, only one head needs to be predicted: a verb that can take the four initial NPs as its dependents.

Notice that for the predicted head hypothesis to be plausible, people must have implicit knowledge of the existence of a variety of different argument structures for verbs, especially the most frequent argument structures. Such an assumption fits well with what we know about sentence comprehension. It is now well established that people are sensitive to fine-grained lexical frequency information, including argument-structure subcategorization information (Trueswell et al. 1993; MacDonald et al. 1994).

Some initial support is provided for the predicted head hypothesis by Miyamoto (2002). Miyamoto reported that people read a clause-initial nominative-nominative sequence slower than either a clause-initial nominative-accusative sequence or a clause-initial accusative-nominative sequence, and attributed this slowdown to the hypothesis that nominative in Japanese induces a clause-boundary. These results are as predicted by the predicted head hypothesis in (6), because a nominative-nominative sequence causes the expectation for two verbs and a linking complementizer to follow, whereas the nominative-accusative or accusative-nominative sequences require only one verb to come. In contrast, these results are not predicted by the incomplete dependency hypothesis in (7). There are the same number of incomplete thematic-role assignments or incomplete dependencies after processing each of the three sequences (two incomplete dependencies in each case), and no differences are predicted. Thus these results seem to provide some initial evidence for the predicted head hypothesis. However, it is possible to account for this observation within an incomplete dependency theory by appeal to a different expectation cost function than has been implicitly assumed thus far. Until now, we have assumed that all predicted heads/incomplete dependencies are weighted equally. In contrast, Lewis (1993, 1996) proposed that syntactic expectation costs are sensitive to similarity, such that retaining similar predicted heads/incomplete dependencies may cause more of a processing load than retaining more distinct elements (cf. Lewis and Nakayama 2002; Uehara and Bradley 2002):

\begin{equation}
\text{(8) Interference-based incomplete dependency hypothesis:}
\end{equation}
\begin{quote}
The human sentence processor is sensitive to the number of partially processed dependencies at each processing state.
\end{quote}
Moreover, keeping track of the same kinds of incomplete dependencies is associated with a greater cost.

Applying this idea to Miyamoto’s processing evidence, the reason that a nominative-nominative sequence is more complex than a nominative-accusative sequence (or an accusative-nominative sequence) may be that the two incomplete nominative-case / subject dependencies interfere with each other more than in the other two instances.

Intuitions on Japanese examples from Pritchett (personal communication in Gibson 1991), Lewis (1993) and Nakatani et al. (2000) provide similar evidence as Miyamoto’s experimental contrasts. For example, structures like (9) (from Lewis 1993) below are intuitively more comprehensible than examples like (2b), in spite of the fact that there is a position in (9) in which there are as many as five incomplete syntactic dependencies:

(9) Taroo-ga Hajime-ni [Akira-ga Hanako-ni Sigeru-o syookai sita to] itta.
    Taroo-NOM Hajime-DAT [Akira-NOM Hanako-DAT Sigeru-ACC introduced COMP] said
    ‘Taroo said to Hajime that Akira introduced Shigeru to Hanako.’

After processing the NP *Sigeru-o* (‘Shigeru-ACC’), there are five NPs that need to be interpreted by an upcoming verb. This example contrasts with the intuitively more complex (2b), in which there are at most three NPs that need to be interpreted by upcoming verbs. Nakatani et al. (2000) reported the results from an off-line questionnaire study, according to which singly nested structures with five initial NPs like (9) were rated significantly better than the doubly nested structures like (2b) (using the same NPs in each, as much as possible), even though the latter involved fewer initial NPs. These results are straight-forwardly accounted for by a syntactic expectation cost theory that is sensitive to the number of predicted syntactic heads during the processing of a sentence. In processing a sentence like (2b), five syntactic heads are required at the point of processing the most embedded subject NP: three verbs and two complementizers. In contrast, at most three syntactic heads (two verbs, one complementizer) are required during the processing of examples like (9). Thus the predicted head theory is consistent with the observations.

The result runs contrary to the simplified incomplete dependency hypothesis in (7), because the structure with more temporarily incomplete dependencies turns out to be less complex. But with Lewis’s assumption of interference between similar incomplete dependencies in (8), the result...
can be explained. In particular, the reason that examples like (2b) are so
difficult is that there are three incomplete nominative-case / subject de-
pendencies, which interfere strongly with each other. There are only at
most two incomplete dependencies of the same kind in processing (9)
two incomplete nominative-case / subject dependencies, two incomplete
datives), and so this sentence is easier to process.

In summary, the predicted head hypothesis in (6) is consistent
with processing data from both English and Japanese, using either a
similarity-based interference metric as proposed by Lewis (1996), or using
some other metric, such as a linear metric. The crosslinguistic evidence is
also consistent with a theory that is sensitive to incomplete dependencies,
but only when a similarity-based interference metric of syntactic expecta-
tion cost is used, as in (8). A study using Japanese materials was designed
to test the incomplete dependency hypothesis further.

2. Experiment

The current experiment was designed to test predictions of the incomplete
dependency expectation cost hypotheses, in (7) and (8). The processing of
head-final languages like Japanese offers a potential way to distinguish
this hypothesis from the predicted head hypothesis in (6). A strong test
of the incomplete dependency hypothesis can be constructed in a head-
final language by comparing structures for which the number of predicted
heads is the same, but the number of incomplete dependencies differs.
This is the design of the current experiment.

2.1. Materials

Six target conditions were prepared in a 2 × 3 design, crossing the pres-
ence of a dative argument (+Dative, −Dative) with the presence of a
locative NP (+Locative-Adverbial [= NP-at], +Locative-Adnominal
 [= NP-GEN], −Locative). The form of the items is presented in (10). A
full example item is presented in (11).

(10)
(11) a. +Dative, +Locative-Adverbial
denwaban-ga [sin'nyuusyain-ga zimusyo-de kokyaku-ni
tyuumonsoyo-o hassosita to] dentatusita ato . . .
television_receptionist-NOM [freshman-NOM office-at client-
DAT order_sheet-ACC sent COMP] told after . . .
‘After the television receptionist told (somebody) that the
freshman had sent the order sheet to the client while in the
office, . . .’

b. +Dative, +Locative-Adnominal
denwaban-ga [zimusyo-no sin'nyuusyain-ga kokyaku-ni
tyuumonsoyo-o hassosita to] dentatusita ato . . .
television_receptionist-NOM [office-GEN freshman-NOM client-
DAT order_sheet-ACC sent COMP] told after . . .
‘After the telephone receptionist told (somebody) that the
freshman in the office had sent the order sheet to the client, . . .’

c. +Dative, -Locative
denwaban-ga [sin'nyuusyain-ga kokyaku-ni tyuumonsoyo-o
hassosita to] dentatusita ato . . .
television_receptionist-NOM [freshman-NOM client-DAT
order_sheet-ACC sent COMP] told after . . .
‘After the telephone receptionist told (somebody) that the
freshman had sent the order sheet to the client, . . .’

d. -Dative, +Locative-Adverbial
NP-NOM [NP-NOM NP-at NP-ACC V1 COMP] V2 CONJ . . .
denwaban-ga [sin'nyuusyain-ga zimusyo-de tyuumonsoyo-o
hassosita to] dentatusita ato . . .
television_receptionist-NOM [freshman-NOM office-at
order_sheet-ACC sent COMP] told after . . .
‘After the telephone receptionist told (somebody) that the
freshman had sent the order sheet while in the office, . . .’

e. -Dative, +Locative-Adnominal
NP-NOM [NP-GEN NP-NOM NP-ACC V1 COMP] V2 CONJ . . .
denwaban-ga [zimusyo-no sin'nyuusyain-ga tyuumonsoyo-o
hassosita to] dentatusita ato . . .
‘After the telephone receptionist told (somebody) that the freshman in the office had sent the order sheet, . . .’
f.  −Dative, −Locative
NP-NOM [NP-NOM NP-ACC V1 COMP] V2 CONJ . . .
denwaban-ga [sin’nyuusyain-ga tyuumonsyo-o hassoosita to] dentatusita ato . . .
‘After the telephone receptionist told (somebody) that the freshman had sent the order sheet, . . .’

As shown in (10), each condition consisted of the critical clause embedded within an outer clause. The outer clause was the same across all conditions (e.g., ‘telephone-receptionist . . . told’ in [11]). The primary reason for using nested items was that all theories predict a slowdown effect on the embedded clause, at the presence of a second nominative NP. Finding such a slowdown would replicate earlier results, and provide a baseline of processing difficulty for other comparisons.

The manipulations across conditions occurred in the embedded clause. In the +Dative conditions, a dative argument of the verb was included, ‘client-DAT’ in (11a)–(11c). This argument was optional for all the verbs used in the items, as it always is in Japanese for dative arguments. In the +Locative-Adverbial conditions, a locative NP modified the embedded verb, ‘office-at’ in (11a) and (11d). In the +Locative-Adnominal conditions, the same locative NP modified the embedded subject NP, ‘office-GEN’ in (11b) and (11e). In the −Locative conditions (11c) and (11f), there was no locative NP. Note that, unlike in English, there is no ambiguity of attachment site for the locative in either the VP or NP modification, so ambiguity of attachment site is not a confounding factor here.4 Each condition was further embedded as an adjunct clause (either a because, when, or after clause), in order to avoid wrap-up effects in online reading for the embedded verb. A full list of the materials that were used in this experiment is included in the Appendix.

2.2. Predictions

All syntactic expectation hypotheses predict that reading times (RTs) at the second nominative NP should be longer than on the first nominative NP. The predicted head hypothesis in (6) makes this prediction because
two verbs and a complementizer are predicted following the second nominative NP, compared to only a verb being predicted after the first NP. The incomplete dependency hypotheses in (7) and (8) also make this prediction, because there are two incomplete dependencies following the second NP, compared to only one following the first. Lewis's similarity-based interference hypothesis (8) predicts a strong effect here, because the incomplete dependencies are of the same type.

The conditions differed in terms of the number of incomplete dependencies on the embedded verb, whereas the number of predicted heads before this verb was constant across the conditions. Therefore, the incomplete dependency hypotheses in (7) and (8) on the one hand, and the predicted head hypothesis in (6) on the other hand, make different predictions at the nominal positions before the embedded verb, particularly the accusative NP before the verb, which is present in all six conditions. First consider the +/−Dative factor. The incomplete dependency hypotheses predicts that RTs on the accusative NP should be slower in the +Dative conditions than in the −Dative conditions, because of the extra dependency on the verb in the +Dative conditions. Second, consider the Locative factor. The incomplete dependency hypotheses predicts that RTs on the accusative NP should be slower in the +Locative-Adverbial conditions than in the −Locative or the +Locative-Adnominal conditions, because of the extra dependency on the verb in the +Locative-Adverbial conditions.

If we make comparisons among all six conditions in terms of the number of incomplete dependencies at the preverbal position, (11a) should be the hardest, with five incomplete dependencies before the embedded verb (two nominative NPs, one locative PP, one dative, one accusative), (11e) and (11f) should be the easiest, with three incomplete dependencies (two nominatives, one accusative), and (11b), (11c) and (11d) should be in between, with four incomplete dependencies each. On the other hand, the predicted head hypothesis predicts no difference at the accusative position among any of the conditions, because all conditions have the same number of predicted heads at the preverbal position: two verbs and a complementizer.

The materials in the experiment can also be evaluated with respect to the theories of integration in (3) and (4). If integration is top-down as proposed in (4), as in previous results for head-final languages (Konieczny 1996, 2000; Nakatani and Gibson 2003; Vasishth 2003), then no differences are predicted at the embedded verb position, because the last head to be encountered before the verb is a dependent of the verb in all conditions. This is a local integration in all cases. In fact, Konieczny (1996) and Konieczny and Döring (2003) propose that people will process
a word that has more predictive elements associated with it faster than a word with fewer predictive elements preceding it. This hypothesis predicts faster reading times at the verb for verbs with more dependents, in direct contrast to the bottom-up integration hypothesis for these materials. In support of the top-down (anticipation) hypothesis, Konieczny and Döring (2003) provide eye-tracking evidence from reading verb-final constructions in German which are very similar to the Japanese materials that were investigated here.

In contrast, if integration is bottom-up as proposed in (3), then the RTs at the verbs should vary according to (1) how many incomplete dependencies are satisfied at the verb positions and (2) how far apart the verb is from its dependent in each case. For example, in (11a), four of the five incomplete dependencies are completed at the embedded positions, with three embedded NPs and one PP being linked to the embedded verb. Three integrations are established at the embedded verb in (11b)–(11d), and two in (11e) and (11f). Therefore, according to the bottom-up head-dependent distance hypothesis, the reaction times at the embedded verb should be the largest in (11a) and the smallest in (11e) and (11f), with (11b)–(11d) in between. Furthermore, the reaction times for verbs are predicted to be slower than their arguments.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment was conducted using a self-paced moving-window paradigm (Just et al. 1982) in Linger 1.7, a sentence processing experimental presentation program written by Douglas Rohde, using Apple PowerBook computers on Mac OS X. Each trial began with a series of dashes marking the length and position of the words in the sentences (presented in kanji), printed approximately a third of the way down the screen. Participants pressed the spacebar to reveal each word of the sentence. Bound morphemes such as case markers and complementizers were grouped with preceding words such as nouns and verbs. As each new word appeared, the preceding word disappeared. The amount of time the participant spent reading each word was recorded as the time between key-presses. After the final word of each item, a comprehension question appeared which asked about information contained in the preceding sentence. Participants pressed one of two keys to respond “yes” or “no.” After an incorrect answer, the word “INCORRECT” (in Japanese) flashed briefly on the screen. No feedback was given for correct responses. Participants were asked to read sentences at a natural rate and to be sure that they understood what they read. They were told to answer the questions as
quickly and accurately as they could and to take wrong answers as an indication to read more carefully. Before the main experiment, a short list of practice items was presented in order to familiarize the participant with the task.

The 24 sets of 6 target conditions described above were distributed in a Latin Square design, resulting in 6 lists. 68 filler items were added to each list. The 92 sentences in a list were shuffled so that they were presented in a different pseudo-random order for each participant, such that no two target items were presented consecutively. 45 adult native speakers of Japanese in the Boston area participated in the experiment. They were each paid five dollars for participation in the experiment, which took about 20 minutes per session.

2.4. Analysis

Analyses were conducted on comprehension question response accuracies and reading times. To adjust for differences in word length across word positions as well as overall differences in participants' reading rates, a regression equation predicting reading time from word length (in terms of number of characters) was constructed for each participant, using all filler and experimental items (Ferreira and Clifton 1986; see Trueswell et al. 1994, for discussion). At each word position, the reading time predicted by the participant's regression equation was subtracted from the actual measured reading time to obtain a residual reading time. We excluded the data from one participant whose residual reading times were extremely slow (2.5 standard deviations away from the average). To remove outlier data points, the residual reading times were trimmed so that data points beyond three standard deviations from the relevant condition and position cell mean were discarded, corresponding to less than 1.8% of the data. The reading time data that we report corresponds to all the remaining data, whether or not the comprehension questions were answered correctly. The analyses without the incorrect responses showed the same statistical patterns. The analyses on raw reading times also show the same patterns, although not all comparisons reached significance.

2.5. Results

2.5.1. Comprehension performance. The comprehension question response accuracy rate for each condition is summarized in Table 1. These data were analyzed using a $2 \times 3$ ANOVA, revealing no significant difference between the $+\text{Dative}$ and $-\text{Dative}$ factors ($F < 1.2$, $p > .28$)
or among the three Locative factors (F1(2, 86) = 2.84, p > .06; F2(2, 46) = 1.1, p > .34).

2.5.2. Reading times. The mean residual reading time data are summarized in Figure 1. Table 2 presents mean residual and raw times per word for all conditions.

In a 2 × 3 ANOVA we conducted, there were no effects of the Dative or Locative factors at the first nominative NP (Fs < 3). This is unsurprising, because the words are identical in all conditions in this region. At the second nominative NP, optional Locative-Adnominal NP is the only preceding optional word. In the single-factor ANOVA we conducted (Locative-Adnominal: present vs. absent), there was a tendency that the conditions with Locative-Adnominal were slower here, but the effect did not reach statistical significance (F1(1, 43) = 3.41, p > .07; F(1, 23) = 3.56, p > .07).

Next, we compared RTs for the first nominative NP to those for the second nominative NP. This comparison revealed that the embedded nominative NP was read significantly more slowly than the initial nominative NP position (Embedded nominative: 247.65 ms (SE 18.46) vs. Initial nominative: 0.66 ms (SE 9.73); F1(1, 43) = 62.15, p < .001; F2(1, 23) = 33.60, p < .001), conforming to the expectation hypotheses in general. However, after the embedded nominative position, participants tended to speed up over the sentences: the mean RTs across the conditions at any of the five regions following the embedded nominative were significantly faster than the RT at the embedded nominative (F1 > 17 for all comparisons, ps < .001; F2 > 9 for all comparisons, ps < .01). This is a typical reading time profile for a sentence: As people get more discourse context, they can generally read faster. What is most interesting is that the participants slowed down on the second nominative NP, which was either the second or the third word in the sentence.

At the dative NP region (Region 5 in Figure 1), which was only present in the +Dative conditions (11a)–(11c), the +Locative-Adverbial condition (11a) was read significantly faster than the other two together (−38.34 ms (SE 25.86) vs. 87.31 ms (SE 32.29); F1(1, 43) = 7.13, p < .02; F2(1, 23) = 9.71, p < .01). A direct comparison between (11a)
and (11b), in which the word position of the dative is the same, also yielded a significant advantage for the +Locative-Adverbial condition (F1(1, 43) = 4.55, p < .05; F2(1, 23) = 5.19, p < .05). This finding is in direct opposition to the prediction of the incomplete dependency hypothesis.

Figure 1. Mean residual reading times and standard errors in all conditions

Table 2. Mean residual RTs in msec for all positions, in all conditions (raw RTs in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Dat</td>
<td>-19.16</td>
<td>279.97</td>
<td>142.16</td>
<td>-38.34</td>
<td>-101.1</td>
<td>-123.46</td>
<td>-133.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Loc-Adv</td>
<td>(735.3)</td>
<td>(1062.15)</td>
<td>(887.59)</td>
<td>(711.54)</td>
<td>(656.41)</td>
<td>(698.04)</td>
<td>(736.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Loc-Adv</td>
<td>(737.51)</td>
<td>(801.35)</td>
<td>(1004.73)</td>
<td>(855.33)</td>
<td>(661.57)</td>
<td>(679.18)</td>
<td>(709.71)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Dat</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>199.43</td>
<td>74.49</td>
<td>21.33</td>
<td>-78.2</td>
<td>-32.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Loc</td>
<td>(755.18)</td>
<td>(987.09)</td>
<td>(819.9)</td>
<td>(765.02)</td>
<td>(748.09)</td>
<td>(844.92)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Dat</td>
<td>32.74</td>
<td>225.9</td>
<td>66.61</td>
<td>-3.85</td>
<td>-57.97</td>
<td>-110.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Loc-Adv</td>
<td>(784.7)</td>
<td>(1010.83)</td>
<td>(840.40)</td>
<td>(767.42)</td>
<td>(775.22)</td>
<td>(749.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Dat</td>
<td>32.63</td>
<td>159.03</td>
<td>383.56</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>-154.23</td>
<td>-112.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Loc-Adv</td>
<td>(786.79)</td>
<td>(913.28)</td>
<td>(1167.37)</td>
<td>(766.35)</td>
<td>(670.3)</td>
<td>(738.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Dat</td>
<td>-24.71</td>
<td>178.72</td>
<td>25.45</td>
<td>-27.23</td>
<td>39.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Loc</td>
<td>(740.89)</td>
<td>(963.89)</td>
<td>(791.07)</td>
<td>(796.62)</td>
<td>(888.76)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the accusative region (Region 6 in Figure 1), a 2 × 3 ANOVA crossing the Dative factor and the Locative factor revealed main effects of both factors such that the +Dative conditions were read faster than the –Dative conditions (F1(1, 43) = 13.06, p < .005; F2(1, 23) = 8.31, p < .01) and the +Locative conditions were faster than the –Locative conditions (F1(2, 86) = 5.81, p < .005; F2(2, 46) = 3.16, p < .06), although no interaction was found between the two factors (Fs < 2.6, ps > .09). Again, this result runs in the direction opposite to what the incomplete dependency hypothesis predicts.

At the following two verbal regions, the effect of the Dative factor disappeared (at the first verb, Fs < 3.6, ps > .06; at the second verb, Fs < 2.4, ps > .13), while the effect of the presence of Locative (with +Locative faster) remained (at the first verb, F1(2, 86) = 8.20, p < .005; F2(2, 46) = 5.85, p < .01; at the second verb, F1(2, 86) = 14.16, p < .001; F2(2, 46) = 16.73, p < .001); no interactions were found at these regions (all Fs < 1.2, ps > .1). However, unexpectedly, the +Locative-Adnominal conditions did not pattern like the –Locative conditions, being read as fast as or faster than the +Locative-Adverbial conditions, for which we do not have explanations (+Loc-Adv vs. +Loc-Adn [“Adn” is a short form of “Adnominal”] vs. –Loc at Region 6: –51.91 ms vs. –54.67 ms vs. 23.37 ms; at Region 7: –90.91 ms vs. –151.62 ms vs. –52.49 ms; at Region 8: –122.34 ms vs. –125.51 ms vs. 3.68 ms). Direct comparison between the +Locative-Adnominal vs. +Locative-Adverbial conditions revealed no significant RT difference at Regions 6 and 8 (all Fs < 1, all ps > .8) and a significant difference at Region 7 with the adnominal locative faster (F1(1, 43) = 6.20, p < .05; F2(1, 23) = 6.76, p < .05).

In the analyses summarized in Figure 2, in which the number of initial dependencies was taken as an independent variable (5 initial NPs for (11a), 4 initial NPs for (11b), (11c) and (11d), and 3 initial NPs for (11e) and (11f)), main effects were found at the accusative-NP region (Region 6: F1(2, 86) = 10.81, p < .001; F2(2, 46) = 7.33, p < .005) and at the higher-V region (Region 8: F1(2, 86) = 4.80, p < .02; F2(2, 46) = 6.61, p < .005), but not at the embedded-V region (Region 7: Fs < 1, ps > .5). The effect at the accusative NP was again in the direction opposite to the prediction of the incomplete dependency hypothesis: having more initial NPs made processing faster. Furthermore, the results at the higher verb support the incremental prediction-narrowing integration hypothesis over the bottom-up head-dependent distance integration hypothesis, similar to the online Japanese processing results from Nakatani and Gibson (2003). In fact, the results offer some tentative support for Konieczny’s (1996) anticipation hypothesis, such that RTs should speed
up at a verb, the more predictable it is depending on its preceding argument structure (see also Konieczny and Döring 2003). This hypothesis predicts differences at the most embedded verb. There are numerical trends in the predicted direction, but these trends are not significant. However, there are statistically significant trends at the outer verb in the direction predicted by Konieczny’s hypothesis, which may be due to spillover from the embedded verb. Thus we see some possible support for Konieczny’s hypothesis in this experiment.

3. General discussion

The main results of the current experiment were as follows. First, as in previous studies, participants slowed down significantly when they started a new embedded clause. This result is consistent with either a predicted head theory of syntactic expectation or an incomplete-dependency theory of syntactic expectation. More interestingly, participants did not slow down when there were more open dependencies within a clause. In particular, they did not slow down when there was an extra locative PP that
was dependent on a verb to come. There was no reading time slow-
down whether or not the word positions of the embedded material were
matched across conditions. Furthermore, participants did not slow down
when there was an additional dative argument of the verb. Again, there
was no slowdown whether or not word positions were matched in this
comparison. Although these latter results are both null effects, there was
not even a suggestion of an effect in the direction predicted by the incom-
plete dependency hypothesis, in spite of the fact that the effect at the sec-
ond nominative NP was highly reliable. Furthermore, the pool of subjects
was substantial for a reading experiment: 45 participants. Thus the null
result should probably be taken seriously. Overall, these results provide
evidence against the incomplete dependency hypothesis. In contrast, these
results are as expected by a predicted head theory of syntactic expecta-
tions. There was a measurable expectation cost when an additional verb
and complementizer were expected, but there was no expectation effect
for additional dependents of one expected verb.

Taken by themselves, the results of the current experiment are actually
consistent with one version of Lewis’s (1996) similarity-based incomplete
dependency hypothesis in (7): a version in which there is a cost for keep-
ing track of similar incomplete dependencies, but no cost for keeping
track of different kinds of dependencies. This hypothesis explains the ex-
pectation cost effects for the second nominative, and the lack of expecta-
tion effects for the other incomplete dependencies, because they all have
distinct case-marking and thematic roles. Whereas this hypothesis can
successfully account for the current data, it is not successful at explaining
the full range of expectation cost effects crosslinguistically. In particular,
this expectation cost hypothesis does not account for two sets of results
from Chen et al. (2005). In the first, it was demonstrated that keeping
track of a wh-filler consumes processing cost. Specifically, in one experi-
ment it was shown that participants read the region in italics in (12b)
more slowly than the same region in (12a):

(12) a. *Sentential complement of a verb:*
The claim alleging that the cop who the mobster attacked ignored the informant might have affected the jury.

b. *Relative clause modifying a noun:*
The claim which the cop who the mobster attacked ignored might have affected the jury.

In both (12a) and (12b), a verb is expected for the NP the claim. In (12b),
there is the added expectation of a position to be associated with the wh-
filler which. There is no such expectation in (12a). A processing difference
was found not only on the whole italicized region, but also on the initial
NP the cop. This result demonstrates that there is a cost for keeping track of a single predicted head / incomplete dependency of a kind (in this case for a wh-filler dependency), without a second interfering one. Furthermore, a second experiment replicated this finding on simpler materials, without the additional embedded relative clause.

Some pilot work reported by Chen et al. (2005) suggests that there is an expectation cost effect for a single predicted prepositional phrase following a verb, as in the comparison between (13a) and (13b):

(13)  a. PP not predicted:
Mary published a book which had impressed some critics who
worked for a magazine.

b. PP predicted:
Mary gave a book which had impressed some critics who
worked for a magazine to a young child.

In (13a), no PP is expected following the NP the book, because the verb published takes only an NP argument. In contrast, in (13b), the verb gave takes a PP argument following the NP the book. Chen et al. (2005) discuss pilot data that demonstrates correspondingly longer RTs for the italicized region in (13b) compared with (13a), suggesting that there is a cost associated with keeping track of the PP expectation.

In both of the cases exemplified in (12) and (13) there is a cost associated with an expectation, even when there is no similar expectation being held at the same time. Taken together with the Japanese evidence presented in the current article, these results suggest that an incomplete dependency hypothesis is not adequate to account for the crosslinguistic evidence. A predicted-head expectation account is preferred. Under a predicted head account, there is a cost associated with each predicted verb in the Japanese experiment reported here, but not for each incomplete dependency. Furthermore, there is a cost associated with a predicted empty NP position in the English wh-filler experiments, and there is a cost associated with a predicted PP position in the English argument structure experiment.

Of course, this does not mean that Lewis’s hypothesis about there being interference costs associated with processing similar incomplete dependencies is incorrect. Indeed, this idea can be applied just as easily to the predicted-head expectation cost hypothesis. That is, there may be additional cost associated with interfering similar predicted heads, with the consequence that keeping track of two predicted heads of different syntactic categories may be easier than keeping track of two predicted heads of the same category. All current data that we are aware of are consistent with this hypothesis.
Finally, an interesting consequence of the current combination of results from English and Japanese is that they seem to be most parsimoniously accounted for under a theory that includes empty categories mediating wh-dependencies (Chomsky 1965, 1981; Fodor 1978). That is, if we accept that expectation costs are probably indexing predicted categories rather than incomplete dependencies (because of the evidence from head-final languages), then the only way to account for the results of Chen et al. (2005) wh-trace expectation results on materials like (12) is to assume the existence of a wh-trace, an empty category. In this experiment, the participants read the region in italics more slowly when there is a wh-filler-gap dependency pending as in (12b) than when no such dependency is pending as in (12a). If there were no wh-trace, such that the dependency were represented via a direct link between the wh-filler and the verb to come (e.g., Pickering and Barry 1991; cf. Gibson and Hickok 1993; Gibson and Warren 2004; for additional evidence of wh-filler processing in Japanese, see Miyamoto and Takahashi [2001] and Aoshima et al. [2003]), then there would be no additional expectation cost for this category prediction, because the verbal head would already be predicted by the existence of the embedded clause, and would not induce additional processing cost. Thus the results of this experiment, in conjunction with existing results from the processing of head-final languages, provide indirect evidence for the existence of empty categories in wh-filler dependencies.
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Appendix

The following were the target items for the condition as described in (11a). Slashes indicate the segmentation used in the self-paced reading presentation.

1a. 機長が / スチュワーデスが / 持え室で / 部外者に / 未確認情報を / もらったと / 愚痴ったとき / 副操縦士は / うわのそら / だった。
2a. 息子が / 祖父が / 病床で / 主治医に / 遺言を / 伝えたと / 察知したあと / あわてて / 外へ / 走っていった。
3a. 院長が / 患者が / 手術室で / 看護婦に / 睡眠薬を / 要求したと / 述べたあと / 薬剤室に / 急いだ。
4a. 和尚さんが / 坊主が / お堂で / 仏像に / 雑巾を / 叩き付けたと / 告白したとき / 捺家は / ひどく / 驚いた。
5a. FBIが / スパイが / 大使館で / 敵国に / 秘密文書を / 送信したと / 指摘したあと / 捜査官が / 呼びよせられた。
6a. 店長が / ウェートレスが / VIP室で / 常連客に / チップを / せがんだと / まくしたてたとき / 副店長は / 聞き役に / 徹した。
7a. プロデューサーが / 助監督が / 撮影現場で / 女優に / 内輪話を / 密告したと / 言ったとき / ざわめきが / 起こった。
8a. 村長が / ガイドさんが / 観光名所で / 観光客に / おみやげを / 売りさばいたと / 恥心したあと / おもむろに / 立ちあがった。
9a. 園長さんが / 引率係が / 遠足で / 園児に / お菓子を / 配ったと / 打ち明けたとき / 人々は / とまどいを / みせた。
10a. 監督が / ランナーが / 一一屋間で / バッターに / サインを / 送っていたと / 推察したとき / 敵陣では / 更なる / 惡企みを / していた。
11a. 担任が / 運動部員が / 体育館で / 下級生に / パケを / 投げたと / 話したあと / 職員会議が / とりおこなわれた。
12a. 仲人が / 支配人が / 会場で / 新婦に / 段取りを / 説明すると / 期待したとき / 新郎の / 急病が / 伝えられた。
13a. バーテンが / 掃除係が / キッチンで / 見習いに / タバコを / せびったと / 強調したとき / 掃除係は / しらを / 切っていた。
14a. 父兄が / 店員が / 化粧品売り場で / 中学生に / 口紅を / 押し売りしていたと / 慣ったあと / 責任者を / 呼び寄せた。
15a. 先輩が / 友だちが / パソコンショップで / 素人に / 不良品を / 勘めたと / 立腹したとき / ちょっと当人が / 現われた。
16a. 電話番号が / 新入社員が / 事務所で / 顧客に / 注文書を / 発送したとき / 伝達したあと / 手先に / でかく / てしまった。
17a. 教授が / 知り合いが / 大学で / 仲間うちに / ウィルスメールを / 広めたとき / 連絡したあと / 自分の / パソコンが / 感染した。
18a. 大統領が / 政府要人が / 官邸で / 工作員に / 逃走資金を / 都合したと / 認めたあと / クーデターが / 起こった。
19a. 従業員が / 警備員が / 寝室で / 知人に / 高級腕時計を / 横流していたとき / 証言したあと / 襲組織が / 動き / はじめた。
20a. お母さんが / 子どもが / 公園で / ご近所さんに / 秘密を / ばらしたとき / 大騒ぎしたあと / 近所仲に / 鬼裂が / 入った。
21a. 父親が / ベンキ屋が / 隣街で / 親戚に / ほら話を / 言いふらしたとき / 誤解したとき / 事態は / すでに / 言悪化していた。
22a. サラリーマンが / 政治家が / 地元で / 市民に / お金を / ばらまいたとき / 告発したとき / 敵方陣営が / 喜んだ。
23a. 研修生が / 女子社員が / 職場で / アルバイトに / 花束を / 贈呈したとき / 驚いたとき / 平常員が / 平然としていた。
24a. おばさんが / 警官が / 交番で / 未成年に / 酒を / ふるまったとき / 早合点したあと / またが / あって / いうまに / 広がった。

Notes

* Correspondence address: Kentaro Nakatani, Konan University, 8-9-1 Okamoto, Higashi-Nada, Kobe 658-8501, Japan. E-mail: kentaron@konan-u.ac.jp.
1. Nominative case marking much more frequently marks subjects of verbs rather than objects of verbs. This lexical frequency effect will bias the processor in favor of the two-clause expectation over the one-clause possibility.

2. There may also be cost associated with predicting the two complementizers that mediate the verbs. It is currently an open question which kinds of predicted heads are associated with expectation costs.

3. As discussed above, there are a small number of Japanese verbs that take nominative objects. Hence a sequence of two nominative NPs is consistent with the prediction of a single verb from this class. However, the presence of a nominative marker usually suggests the subject position of a verb to come.

4. An anonymous reviewer points out that there are lexical differences before the target regions, in the form of the locative NP, which is in the locative conditions, but not in the others. Furthermore, the reviewer points out that this could give rise to differences in contingent structural frequencies in the target regions of analysis, on the following nouns, which might then provide a potential alternative account of our data. In order to work out the specific predictions of this account, it is necessary to know the structural frequencies of the materials that we compare. Because locatives are modifiers, and are hence optional, they probably do not occur along with most occurrences of most verbs, in written and spoken corpora. For example, Schütze and Gibson (1999) found that arguments frequently occur with their subcategorizing head verbs, but modifiers are generally much less common in English corpora. If head-dependent co-occurrence frequencies have some crosslinguistic generality, it is therefore likely to be the case in Japanese that instances of verbs with locative modification are less common than instances of the verbs without such modification. The contingent structural frequency hypothesis therefore predicts that there would be more difficulty in reading the structures in which the locative NP are included. But this is the opposite of the result that was observed (see the results section). Thus, the contingent structural frequency hypothesis seems to be an unlikely explanation for the observed pattern of data.
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